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Motivation for the requested investment:

Today, one in four Dutch speakers lives with brain damage. The number of people with chronic brain damage is expected to grow exponentially. For many, accompanying acquired language disorders (ALD) significantly affect their independence and well-being. More research is critical to enable Dutch ALD speakers to fully participate in society, today and in the future. Large-scale data collections (corpus henceforth) are critical for language research and innovation in assistive technology, yet they are challenging and costly to collect and share. The interdisciplinary COBALD team meets these challenges by establishing the first accessible, longitudinal database of audio/video recordings of Dutch speakers with prevalent ALD (e.g. post-stroke aphasia and dementia). Paramount features of the corpus are its diversity in elicitation tasks, capturing relevant language variability and its longitudinal dimension, capturing temporal characteristics of the disorders. COBALD will be enriched with derived acoustic and language models intended for personalised automatic speech recognition (ASR). COBALD will enable (comparative and cross-linguistic) research in ALD and the development of speech technology tools for Dutch. The COBALD corpus will be made available to researchers and clinicians through the Language Archive (TLA), a CLARIN data centre as part of the CLARIAH infrastructure. It will be aligned with and incorporated into international databases such as TalkBank to maximise its exploitability for (inter)national research. COBALD will be fully GDPR-compliant.